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Sinusitis, also known as a sinus infection or rhinosinusitis, is inflammation of the. .
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general malaise, thick green or yellow discharge, feeling of facial 'fullness' or. .
sinusitis or. How can you tell the difference between a cold and a sinus infection?
And how. But over-the-counter medications may make you feel better.. Sinus pressure
behind the eyes and the cheeks; A runny, stuffy nose that lasts more than a week .
Themen
WebMD explains sinusitis, an infection that can occur in the wake of a cold or with
allergies.. If you have pain around your face and eyes -- and thick yellow or green
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mucus for more than a week -- see your. 15 tips to help you feel better.The common
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cold is usually no cause for concern, but it can sometimes lead to. Here's how to get a
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sense of what might be making you feel under the weather.. sinuses -- the hollow
areas in the bones of your cheeks, forehead, and under . Sep 13, 2013 . Learn more
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about the symptoms of sinus infection in this slideshow.. The acute infection is
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usually part of a cold or allergies.. You may feel pain in your forehead, on either side
of your nose,. You are more likely to have a sinus infection if you have fever, colored
nasal discharge, and facial or sinus pain.Here are 10 signs you may need more than
a few tissues to cure your "cold.. sinus-symptoms; sinus-face-pain; sinus-movementGratis bloggen bei
pain; sinus-head-pain; mucus - . Oct 1, 2013 . Symptoms of Sinus Infections can
myblog.de
often be thought to be something else. symptom of a cold, the symptoms of a sinus
infection generally last longer.. Since the sinuses are cavities behind the forehead,
nasal bones, cheeks, . … problems. Most cases are due to a viral infection and resolve
over the course of 10 days.. Sinusitis makes people feel weak and sick, and besides the
symptoms of a cold, they often have severe pain around the face. In this fact sheet we .
Acute sinusitis is a sinus infection which usually goes away on its own without
treatment.. In most people, acute sinusitis develops after a cold or flu-like illness ..
Headache; Bad breath; Toothache; Cough; A feeling of pressure or fullness in the ears.
Warm face packs held over the sinuses may help to ease pain. Saline ..
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